
Peacock	  
Aug	  28,	  2016	  

De’VIA	  Animal	  Challenge	  
Affirmative: Spectrum’s mascot, colorful spots in feather specks as beautiful deaf 
eyes, Beauty 
 
 

 
"My Ears Are As Beautiful As the Peacock" 
Bonita Adair 
53 Paper, Zentangle Art, and Dreamscope  
 
When I looked at animal motifs challenge, peacock is one of my most favorite 
artwork. I always feel attached to it. I was so excited. It took me a week to finish 
it. Selfie", I took photo of myself and upload on 53 paper. Needless to explain 
about my artwork. I am proud to be Deaf. I don't see what is wrong with being 
Deaf. Peacock leans near my ear gracefully and beautifully. It has beauty for us 
to allure its colorful feathers and our Deaf ears are as equal to its beauty. 



 
 
Peacock Hand Dance.  
David Call.  
Watercolor paper. Gouache painting/ink.  
11x17 
My DeVIA interpretation of Matisse's The Dance. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Betty the Brave 
P Durr 
Charcoal and Ink 
Betty G. Miller as a peacock with puppet line mouth and paintbrush - wearing a 
hat and a smile (w puppet line on chin) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
"ASL Rainbow Eye Peacock", by Dawah (Jerry Grant) 2016 
 
Sharpie Oil and metallic markers on 12"x18"Black paper 
 
Peacock with eyes and tail feathers of different brilliant colors representing 
diversity of Deaf cultural elements. Tied together with ASL and strength creating 
beauty. 
 
Can be representative of ASL channel. The Deaf channel. Redesign of NBC logo 
Deaf style with more colors and diversity. 



 
 
 
"Deaf Inspirational Eyes" 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
9x12 Sketch Pad, watercolor pencils w/ fingertips using water and mircon inks 
 



 
 
 
Takiyah Harris 



 
 
E. Hibbard 
9 inch by 12 inch  
Colour pencils 
 
"Fingers as Feathers" 
 
The inspiration for this was seeing an Deaf Asian woman use f handshape to talk 
about peacocks. I remember her story but I wish I remembered her name.  
 
Since colours blue and teal was used for peacock I choose yellow for 
background deliberately.  
 
 



 
 
Wakening and Guidance in ASL  



Ellen Mansfield  
Marker 5 X 

 
 "Spectrum II" 
Nancy Rourke 
oil on canvas 
8 inch by 10 inch 
This painting shows a hand peacock with letters spell out S P E C T R U M with 
crest "II". There will be a SPECTRUM II retreat next summer in June 25-30, 2017 
in Brooklyn, Michigan. There will be more details coming soon. 



 

 
 
 
"Tribute to Chuck Baird" 
Laurie Monahan 
Photoshop and then Dreamscape for special effect 
 
 


